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Forthcoming Concord Programmes

An Editor’s Note: by Blandine Bardeau

HeartSpace
October 26, 27, 28 & 31

HeartSpace is a course on human relationships. In particular, it is
about what is made possible when human beings do connect with
each other in an authentic heart-space.

The Foundation Course
starts 17/18 November

The aim of The Foundation Course is to secure the breakthrough
achieved in i Evolve by establishing an integrated body-mind
foundation. Such a foundation enables participants to better
manage their health and well-being, and continue to explore the
endless possibilities that life or evolution has to offer.

Theatre of Infinity
November 24 & 25

Concord Institute are proud to host a Workshop on Carlos Castaneda’s Tensegrity® entitled Theatre of Infinity: The Continuing
Evolution of the Social Being on 24 & 25 November, to be led by
facilitators from Cleargreen Incorporated. Please see our interview with Renata Murez and Nyei Murez, creative directors of
Cleargreen for information about this workshop.

Being in Business
December 7, 8 & 9

What do you go to when you go to work?
Who are you when you’re there?
What is the future that’s looking for you?
Using interactive dialogue and Social Dreaming, the weekend will
explore the difference between DOING business and BEING in
business.

i Evolve
February 1, 2, 3 & 6

i Evolve offers a new engagement with life that is at once
redemptive, yet at the same time acts as a springboard to
catapult our lives into the unknown of evolutionary possibility.

Christmas Party!
December 14

Come and celebrate Christmas with us and enjoy fabulous food
from chef Nicholas Allan and entertainment. Tickets are £27.

Welcome,
To the Autumn Newsletter
Of Concord Institute
Here you will find
A taste of Autumn
Just as it is
Red, gold, warm in heart
Mutsuko giving us some succulence,
Simple
A real delight,
And a taste of Autum in Japan
We have reviews,
And an interview
And some collaborative Art Projects
A little experiment
And always some poems
And a warm embrace

This edition’s cover image is by
Ayelet Lerner.
If you are interested in becoming
involved with the next newsletter
by contributing articles, artwork,
poems, photographs, projects,
film/book reviews, music or
video, or taking on the layout,
please contact us at:
evolve@concordinstitute.com
Editorial & Forthcoming Concord Programmes

To visit the related website page please click on the programme
title or phone 020 7607 1140 if you would like more information.
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Autumn

photograph by Ayelet Lerner

by Mutsuko Johnson

Article

Autumn is the harvest season,
so in Japan it is time to harvest
the rice. It is beautiful, when
you go to the countryside you
see the golden rice plants, they
look like a boat bowing. We get
the fresh rice then, which is always a special rice to eat. When
you look at Nature, the leaves
turn orange, some turn golden
yellow like to Gingko leaf, it is
also the Japanese maple time,
the leaves turn vivid red, it’s
so beautiful. Some are always
green like the pine tree, making
beautiful colour combinations:
green, orange, red, golden yellow. So we can recreate that in
the cooking.
It is time for pumpkin and
squash. All round vegetables,
such as kabocha, pumpkin and
onions are good for the stomach. Time to enjoy more colourful vegetables! Also the weather
is changing, it is a bit tricky to
adjust, so towards winter eat
more root vegetables. Listen to
your body. Sometimes, if you
feel you are going to catch a
cold, it is so nice to have just a
simple bowl of Miso Soup with
root vegetables. Sometimes if it
is sunny it’s nice to have a little
bit of fresh greens, a little salad. You can always change with
what is going on in Nature, it is
simply like dancing with Nature:
that is how we balance the energies of the cooking. It’s not
complicated.
In the past myself and many
Macrobiotic friends made mistakes, always thinking with our
heads, wondering what is Yin
what is Yang, when really it is
all about cooking from the heart
and from the centre of the body
the “Hara” (Japanese word for
belly), “Dan Tien” (the Chinese
word), the core of the body.
Cooking with the whole body,
not just from the head. We all
have different needs, some people are on the computer all day,
others are outside all day, some
drive all day, children grow fast,

etc… Learning to listen to your
body, which is the most important thing. If I am travelling, I
feel completely different than
when I am at home. Today I
was craving seafood, yesterday
fruits, it changes all the time.

pea miso, hatcho miso, white
miso etc…) to create your own
flavour. Sometimes you can feel
like having a very light soup
even though it is cold outside,
so you can make a shitake-kombu dashi, add wakame and tofu
and a little white miso and keep
In Japan, September 30th is the it very simple. At other times
best full moon, the beginning
you feel like having something
of Autumn. September 22nd is
really strong, so you can put in
Equinox day and you can make
a lot of root vegetables, carrot,
an egg stand-up because it is
turnip, onion, kabocha, daikon
balanced. It is a National Holand you will feel so good. I love
iday in Japan. Until now it is
adding a little deep-fried tofu,
pretty warm in Japan. We celit adds a little extra flavour; I
ebrate ancestors’ spirits, we
can eat that all winter, it feels
go to gravesites, we celebrate,
so good and it warms you up.
make and bring their favourYou can add some fish, or some
ite food, incense and we pray.
mochi (1 piece = 1 cup of rice);
After that we go home and eat
you can pan-fry it with a little
the food we brought. But we
sesame oil and shoyu. Delicious!
always give the presents to the
I like having grated daikon on
ancestors first, that’s important. the side. Mochi is very good for
Traditionally, on August 15th all creating breast milk too. Miso
the ancestor’ spirits come and
soup with wakame is very good
visit us so all the family gathers, for pregnant women, and for
a little bit like thanksgiving, it
the menopause too.
is a family gathering time. We
have a bonfire in the mountains Every food has a purpose to
and make beautiful calligraphies serve our body. Black soya
to celebrate. It is important to
beans help the stream of our
celebrate the seasons.
blood; lotus root is great for
the lungs, as well as broccoli;
When Autumn starts, we begin
aduki beans are great for the
using more mushrooms. We
kidneys; bancha teas are good
have a very special variety of
for the digestive system; umemushroom in Japan called Matboshi is a traditional antibiotic,
sutake; it is very expensive, it
for stomach ache, diarrhoea,
grows by a tree. We also have
headache or if you are catchShitake mushrooms; cook them ing a cold (mixed together with
with rice, with vegetables, put
bancha tea). Kuzu is great for
them in soup. Turnips are comthe intestines. Hato mugi is a
ing up too, and are particularly
great grain, and makes our skin
good for making pickles. Daibeautiful. The range of traditionkon is very good for the stomal Japanese foods also contains
ach, and burdock root cleanses
some special dried foods, like
your intestines. In the Autumn/ sun-dried tofu, fu (wheat gluWinter, it is good to use short
ten), daikon, Sun-dried foods
grain brown rice, whereas for
are great for winter time when
the summer it is preferable to
there isn’t so much sun in Enguse long grain. You can also
land, to put the sun’s energy
mix both, or mix them with
into your body.
sweet brown rice. It is good to
start making Miso soups a litAround 70% of the Earth’s surtle stronger: the best way is
face is covered by water, the
to mix different types of miso
rest is made of land. Most peotogether (sweet miso, barley
ple eat foods from the land
miso, brown rice miso, chick(vegetables, grain, animals,

seeds, fruits etc…), a little bit of
seafood and sea salt, although a
lot of people don’t use sea salt,
so most of what we eat comes
from the land, and that is out
of balance. 60% to 70% of our
bodies are made of water, so
it is so important to have food
from the ocean as well as food
from the land to be balanced.
And from the ocean, of course
eat seafood, but also seaweed,
which contain so many minerals from the ocean. It is very
good for your hair, nails and
bones: if you eat enough seaweed, there is no need to take
food supplements. It is better
to take all from Nature, these
are all gifts from Nature. Use
kombu to re-create the ocean,
either in a kombu-dashi or
even in a jug of water to drink
at home. The basic broth shiitake-kombu dashi mixes food
from the land and food from
the ocean: simple! From there
you can make it all: miso soup,
tamari broth, sauce, you can
add bonito flakes etc… Kombu
is important for cooking beans,
to prevent gas. Wakame is very
salty so don’t use its soaking
water. It is very tender, lovely to
make salads with; it has a real
delicacy about it, it can be used
last minute in a miso soup. Hijiki has so many minerals, but
don’t use the soaking water as
it contains arsenic. It has a very
strong flavour, but when you get
used to it, it can give you some
great strength from the ocean.
Again, you can make something
very simple with Hijiki, like onion, carrot, sautéed with soya
sauce, you can also make it in
the wok, very quickly, or use it
in deep-fried dumplings. Arame
is very similar, lighter, and you
can use it in any place you use
Hijiki. Sometimes I cook them
with pasta for lunch, it is very
nice. You can make it into a
paste with tofu as well. You can
eat that with toast for breakfast.
You can then use nori for sushi
(always better toasted), or you
can cut it finely as a garnish on

top of rice or noodles, or just
eat it like this (which I like to
do!). Green nori flakes (sprinkle) is a different nori, aunori,
which has so much iron, it is the
only seaweed that comes from
fresh waters.
The important thing is common
sense. If something is good for
you, it doesn’t mean you should
have it all the time and in big
quantities. When you make a
menu plan, always have whole
grains, some protein, and some
soup, vegetable, seaweed, nuts
and seeds, condiment (pickles
are great) and a little desert.
Cook with heart, from the body!
I would like to say a little bit
about myself.
I have been cooking wholefoods
(Macrobiotic) for 37 years, as
long as I have been married.
Greg and I raised five children
together: four sons and one
daughter.
I also have two beautiful grand
sons. Life is expanding its
branches, growing.
All my children were born at
home with midwives.
I haven’t been to see a doctor in
nearly 40 years and I consider
myself healthy, active and well.
I am grateful that my husband
introduced me to wholefoods
macrobiotic cooking, as it has
been the foundation of my life
for more than half of it now.
My intention is to share wholefoods cooking with as many
people as possible to create
healthy living.
I am grateful to Concord Institute for inviting me to share my
experience with others.

Thank you Mutsuko!
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Autumn Recipes
by Mutsuko Johnson

In September we were honoured to have Mutsuko Johnson teach
the third of our 2012 Seasonal Kitchen week-long cooking programmes. Here are some of the recipes which she taught on the
course.

Lotus with Aduki beans

Rolled Spinach

Go-Jiru - Go Soup with Kabocha Dumpling

Lotus Root is very pleasant cooked with some oil.

Ingredients:

This traditional Japanese soup is made with crushed soy beans
and is an energy soup full of protein.

1 lotus root
some cooked aduki beans
1 cup flour
¾ cup water
oil for deep frying

Preparation:

Thinly slice lotus root. Make sandwich with aduki bean and lotus
root.
Make tempura batter. Heat up oil in tempura pot (or wok).
Dip lotus sandwich in tempura butter. Drop in hot oil and cook for
a few minutes and serve.
This is a nice appetiser.

The Food Pages

Preparation:

Wash spinach.
Lay the spinach on a sushi mat and roll.
Squeeze out the water and slice into big pieces.
Dip into the sesame seeds.

Ingredients - Soup Stock:

4 cups water
1 piece (8cmm) kombu
1 cup soy milk
4-5 tbsp miso
optional: bonito flakes
garnish: spring onions, parsnip chips

Ingredients - Dumplings:

photographs by Greg Davies

Ingredients:

1 bunch spinach
4 tbsp sesame seeds

½ kabocha
½ onion, minced
½ carrot, minced
some flour
oil for deep-frying
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Soak the kombu in water for 20 minutes.
Boil about 10 minutes, then add soy milk and miso.

Preparation - Dumplings:

Wash the vegetables.
Mince the onion and carrots.
Peel the skin of the kabocha and cut into large cubes.
Boil for 10-15 minutes, then mash.
Mix the ingredients together and add some flour to make dumplings.
Deep-fry

4 pieces dried shiitake (soak in ½ cup of water, use this water for cooking)
1 piece dried tofu (soak in warm water and squeeze out the
water)
½ carrot (wash and cut in small pieces)
burdock or lotus root (wash and cut small piece about 3-4
tbsp)
hijiki (cut small, do not soak in the water)
1 tbsp. sake (optional)
1 tbsp. mirin
2 tbsp. shoyu
pinch of sea salt
bonito flakes (optional)

To Serve:

Garnish with chopped spring onions and a shaving of parsnip.

Gomoku Gohan
(Five taste rice)

Preparation:

Place all the ingredients in the pressure cooker. Close the lid,
start with large flame then turn down small and cook for 40 minutes, turn off the stove and let the pressure come down. Open
the lid, mix and serve with finely cut nori on the top.

A taste of autumn. This is nice as take away rice or picnic

Sautéed Kale with Sweet Potato Chips
Ingredients:

1 cup short grain brown rice
1 cup long grain brown rice

Wash and soak in 2½ cup of water in the pressure cooker.

The Food Pages

Ingredients:

1 bunch kale
½ sweet potato
oil for deep frying
pinch of sea salt
shoyu

Preparation:

Wash kale and chop. Heat up skillet with oil and sauté. Season
with shoyu. Peel the sweet potato, slice thinly and deep fry.

To Serve:

Place kale and sweet potato on a plate.

Wok-fried Wakame
Ingredients:

6pc of dried wakame or
1/2 package of fresh wakame
sesame oil
shoyu
toasted sesame seeds

Preparation:

Soak in water. Remove stem and slice.
Do not use the wakame soaking water, it is too salty.
Fresh wakame is very salty. You need to rinse and soak well.
Heat up wok or skillet with sesame oil. Sauté wakame for a few
minutes and sprinkle with soy sauce.

To Serve:

Serve with toasted sesame seeds.
A very simple and great way to eat sea vegetables. Can be mixed
with salad or noodle, pasta etc.
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Preparation - Soup Stock:

Can you tell us a bit about
yourself and your life before
you came to Concord?
I was born in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire in south east England. I stayed there through
school and until I finished
A-Levels. After that I worked in
London as a management trainee in retail and then carried on
in sales and management roles
in various locations around the
south east.
I contracted appendicitis and
the operation went wrong. I
had always ridden horses and
competed since I was 10 years
old and during my time off recovering I decided to study to
be a riding instructor. When I
was well again I set up my own
business running a livery yard,
teaching, competing and taking
care of horses for my clients.
Spending so much time looking after the horses and their
fitness led me to retrain as a
fitness trainer, wind down the
scale of the business and concentrate more on training and
teaching.

ed from everybody around me.
I was the independent strong
woman who didn’t need anybody around me and didn’t trust
anybody. I helped everybody
else but I didn’t allow anyone to
support or help me.

interviewed by Blandine Bardeau

I had worked myself into the
ground up to then, causing
some very serious health issues,
and I felt very lonely. I thought,
“there must be something else”,
although I didn’t know what
that was. It took a leap of faith
to trust my friend and the connection between us but in the
end I thought, “that’s for me to
go and do”. So I went and did it.

in other people as they were
taking on roles. I’m sure there
are other members in the community who are thinking they’d
like to be a bodywork, cooking
or dialogue facilitator, but they
might be thinking “how can I
ever be that?” But if you can
see others take on roles, move
through and get there, it encourages you.
It took some courage for me to
say that I would love to be the
dialogue facilitator but when I
asked I was told “Yes I can see
you doing this. You just need
to keep on applying yourself”.
I’ve also done a lot of enrolling
programmes - it is such a great
way to sharpen your sword in
sharing and communicating the
work. Once I’d got more solid
ground underneath me I was
eventually asked to be facilitator
for The Foundation Course. It is
amazing that it ended-up happening, and is such a privilege.
It’s very humbling and it feels
very responsible. You are asking
people, some of whom you’ve
known for years, to trust you –
to offer themselves up and trust
that you can empower them to
make a difference in their life.

What was your Being-in-Action like for you?
It had been such a powerful experience to see how committed
I was to being on my own and
how even in my work life I was
finding a way to push the things
I loved away from me.

Afterwards I remember I was
in this very peaceful place, my
head was really quiet, not much
internal dialogue, and I didn’t
I now freelance as a sports ther- appear to be very worried about
apist, fitness trainer and riding
life. It felt quite surreal.
instructor. I’ve also spent the
last 10 years starting a family
How did being a facilitator
and raising my 3 boys.
on The Foundation Course
and on JumpStart come into
Can you tell us about the
being for you?
conversation that you had
with the person who invitI could see that I’d lost trust
ed you to do Being-in-Acin myself but somehow I could
tion? (the previous name for trust the people and the comiEvolve)
munity at Concord. When I
looked at other Concord diaI first came to Concord in 2001
logue facilitators I found that I
when I was at a bit of a crossaspired to be like them – to be
roads in my life. One of my cliable to listen, lead and really
ents had done a lot of Concord
make a difference. I decided to
work and we were good friends, apply myself to the work and
so she spoke to me about it. We took on role after role; it was so
had quite a few conversations
clear to me that it was making a
which helped me see some of
huge difference, bringing powthe patterns that were running
er back in to my own life and I
my life. I realised that I was on
just wanted to keep on doing it.
my own, that I had disconnectI could also see things change
Interview

Louise Marsh

And how was it the first
time?

Louise Marsh first participated in a Concord programme in
2001 and is now the dialogue facilitator on The Foundation
Course. Here she tells us how her life has developed and of
her experience as a facilitator.

Anticipation, excitement and
fear. You don’t know what’s going to happen or how it’s going
to happen, but with partnership you live through something
together from start to finish.
You stand up at the beginning
in front of everybody to begin a
three month journey with them
and you don’t know where it’s
going to go. You have a general
overview of the whole program
and what needs to be covered,
but every single Foundation
Course is different, with a different set of people, coaches,
production team, and you’re
on this life-journey together.
It’s phenomenal really, to go

through all of these experiences with people. It takes a lot of
empathy and compassion, and
also a fearlessness to go where
you just don’t know. It is about
supporting people to see who
are they are in their lives. The
Foundation Course can bring
amazing life changes to people,
and can filter through the whole
of their lives. At the end, it’s so
amazing to look at the set of
people and how they are looking
at things from a different viewpoint, with so much more openness, aliveness and availability
to their own lives. It is a huge
privilege to be a part of it.
Can you tell us why you
choose to invest so much of
your life, your time and your
being to this work?
This work has given me back
an inner belief, an inner faith in
being able to let go more and
more, to navigate my life and
let things show up and to make
very different decisions about it.
I have been through some very
challenging times in my personal life, but getting involved
with Concord has given me a
different ability to really live and
be so much more available for
my children and the possibility
of my life. I can see what I had
attracted historically into my
life, how to deal with the circumstances that are there, and
to start attracting a different life
space. It has its challenges at
times of course, but committing
to the work I could see that it
was me who got in the way of
my life. Doing this work helps
me to get out of the way, helps
me to allow a life to come to me
that is more in line with what
my being wants.
It feels like I am making a difference and that this is what I
am supposed to be doing with
my life.
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The Theater of Infinity™ comes to London!
An Interview with Renata Murez and Nyei Murez, students of Carlos Castaneda
Regarding the workshop on
November 24 and 25:
What is the Theater of Infinity? What was the Theater of
Infinity for the seers of ancient Mexico? For the modern-day seers?
Nyei: The Theater of Infinity has its roots in the physical
and energetic movements that
originated in don Juan’s lineage thousands of years ago,
movement sequences where
one is calling on the awareness
of other life forms, such as the
coyote, the crustacean, the
butterfly, the bird, the plumed
serpent, and so on. In these
sequences, one is momentarily stepping outside the human
perspective to get a glimpse
of the awareness of these other creatures, and so, to get a
broader view also of the human
form, and of oneself - to see
from a different angle, so to
speak. This renders the human,
or the personal perspective, less
solid, less “final”; it is no longer
the only way to look at things.
Freed from the finality of such
a limited view, we are put in
touch with infinity.
Reni: This ease of ‘shape-shifting,’ or ‘perception-shifting’ as
modern day seers like to call it,
belonged once to our very early
human ancestors. Human identity was not so separate from
other forms of life. Ancient man
experienced his world as an
interconnected web of which he
felt himself an inseparable part.
But eventually ‘separateness’
and an identification of ‘self’ distinct from other sentient beings
entered in, and shaman-seers,

Interview

This evolutionary element from the lineage of seers of Carlos Castaneda’s teacher, don Juan Matus,
comes to the UK on November 24 and 25 in a workshop on Tensegrity®, the modern form of the
energy-enhancing movements known as Magical Passes®, and other practices for expanding awareness that don Juan taught Carlos Castaneda, Florinda Donner-Grau, Taisha Abelar and Carol Tiggs.
Don Juan was a Yaqui Indian seer and a nagual, meaning a leader of a group of men and women
seers whose lineage begins in ancient Mexico and whose practices support a way of knowledge devoted to enhanced awareness and the recognition of the interconnectedness of all beings.
Renata and Nyei are the creative directors of Cleargreen, the Los Angeles organization founded by
the students of don Juan to sponsor workshops and publications on Tensegrity, and informed by
the guidance of their teachers, have been co-leading workshops on this evolutionary art for twenty
years. They and a team of associates will come to London to train new instructors in the art, and to
introduce a new layer of one of the units of don Juan’s lineage: Theater of Infinity.
Here they answer questions from Greg Johnson, Director of Concord Institute in London, and from
Tomislav Maric, Educator.

wishing to once again touch
the power of an interconnected world (a world still residing
in our genes today), practiced
forms of movement that gave
them a possibility of return to
that interconnected state.

ity itself, and find it then less
important to fight for our usual
singular role.
Nyei: This modern form of the
theater has its beginnings several generations ago, with the
naguals Elias and Amalia, who
freed the movement sequences from the ritual context they
had acquired over centuries, so
they could be approached purely as movements that help us
to gather our own natural energy. Their students, the naguals
Julian and Talia (don Juan’s
teachers), brought the practice of these movements into
the context of modern theater
and dance. Today the theater is
accessible as a practice for anyone who wants to gather energy
to review their own lives in the
joyful and engaging way that
the theater can provide.

Modernized versions of these
forms are practiced today, carrying with them a similar effect
- that of pulling up our stakes,
so to speak, of our one identity, our one way of being or responding to the world, rendering
us much more fluid and capable
of perceiving and operating with
greater functional possibilities.
And this is the intent of the
Theater of Infinity as we know
it today. It allows us to try on
other social masks, or to adopt
our usual roles or social masks
that we don every day, and
replay them, inserting a new
intention different from our old
one. As we do this, our awareness grows and we learn that
we ourselves, as individuals, are
a multiplicity, much like infin-

The grand task of seers is to bring forth the idea that, in order
to evolve, man must first free his awareness from its bindings
to the social order. Once awareness is free, intent will redirect it
onto a new evolutionary path
Don Juan Matus

It is theater that can be performed with or without an audience. In playing a role, we become aware of the role, and so
the assemblage point - the point

of orientation - and therefore
the perception of players and
audience, shifts.
Reni: This is what we will do
in the workshop in London. We
will work in small groups to play
scenes from our own lives, maybe a dinner table scene, and
interspersing the scene with the
movements, of for example,
the whale, or the butterfly, and
the expanded breath and shift
of awareness that they bring,
the player can become more
aware, as he or she plays and
replays the scene, of the social
mask he is wearing - the postures he adopts - literally - and
the assumptions and judgments
he might be making about his
family, co-workers, friends, or
himself. Seeing those postures,
judgments and assumptions,
one can then start to get past
them, to gain empathy, and
expand one’s view. And when
one does this - the field of one’s
interaction is altered - and those
new options are now available
for adoption in one’s daily life.
Nyei: This frees an enormous
amount of energy. Carlos Castaneda pointed out that it takes
a ton of energy to “do” “you”
every day - to present, uphold,
defend, reestablish the “doing”
of Susan or Jim or whoever it
is and accompanying dialogue
such as: “I didn’t send out the
order because I was waiting for
you.” “I do all the work around
here.” Etc. etc.
We might find a shift, through
playing the scene in the context of Theater of Infinity: “I
had a feeling I should call you
to check on the order.” “I really
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Reni: And the beauty of this
continuing change of perception
as the scene is played again and
again, is that it’s the individual
and their inner seer finding his
or her own options - nobody is
telling them what to do, or giving advice. It’s the theater play,
and the Tensegrity movements
themselves, as well as the support of the other players, that
help the person awaken what
don Juan called the inner seer our internal link to infinity. And
following that inner compass,
one’s Theater play and life start
to make a lot more sense, and
create a lot more joy.

breath, practice a movement
with an intention to change,
gain and initiate a new action,
inspired from your inner seer
and play the scene again, and
this time you might notice that
the person next to you, whom
you had judged as stubborn in
his ideas, simply wants to know
that his ideas have been heard
- and that when you breathe
while you are listening and you
ask relevant questions while he
talks, he becomes less rigid in
his thinking and is willing to adjust his plans; or you see something in his plans that you like.

Then shift again with a movement, gain a new intent, play
your scene another time and
you might notice this time that
if you pay attention to others,
Can you say more about how they pay attention to you. Then
can it be used and applied to move, find a new impulse again,
everyday life? Could you give and realize that your meeting
some practical examples?
can be productive if you take an
active, intentional and conscious
Reni: You can see this at play
part.
for example when in the Theatre
of Infinity you play yourself in
Another point is to know that
a recent scene at the meeting
our personal histories and sotable at work. You might notice
cial masks are not the whole
that you came in expecting the
of who we are. We are beings
meeting to be trying and tediwho come from the stars - not
ous. You might even have even
only the carbon elements of our
been playing scenarios in your
flesh and DNA but our energetic
mind beforehand, scenarios of
aspect too. Knowing this on a
the dumb, controlling or pointphysical, emotional, mental and
less things you expect the othenergetic level that we are but
ers (and you) are going to do or travelers here on this great rosay. When you enter the room,
tating earth, who while visiting
your breath is short, your shoul- accumulated personal histories
ders and jaw tight - you are
and social masks, allows us to
closed off. And not surprisingly
drop them that much faster and
you once again find the meeting get to our essence that much
tedious and restricting and you
quicker from which to perceive,
just tolerated it and left with the experience and live.
same judgments of your peers
(and yourself) that you entered This is a primary value of the
with. And not much got accomTheater of Infinity, for it begs
plished.
an answer to the question: “If I
am able to play so many differShift that state, shift your
ent roles, which one is my true

Interview

self?” With the possible answer
being: “None!” or “All!” And isn’t
life the greatest stage or theater
of all! In the words of the immortal Shakespeare:
All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women
merely players:
They have their exits and their
entrances;
And one man in his time plays
many parts…

both in the river and his energetic component running along
its banks. He had gotten what
the nagual Julian was aiming to
show him, which included: that
if he stopped fighting the current in his life, so to speak, a
transcendent reality opened up
for him.

Our daily life is theater, Carlos
Castaneda said. The question
is - can we be artists in that
Are there any memorable
theater, conscious of our part
stories from the books of
- impeccable, meaning staying
don Juan’s students that ex- in our integrity, no matter what
emplify this art or practice?
comes our way? The origin of
the word theater or theatre in
Nyei: Yes - the nagual Julian,
English is the Greek théātron,
who was don Juan’s benefactor,
meaning the place for viewing.
taught his apprentices through
The nagual Julian was continutheater that he enacted in his
ously finding or creating scenardaily interactions with them. He ios in which his students could
was continuously setting up sce- see or learn something. And don
narios or playing roles to bring
Juan, in his way, did the same.
across what he wanted them to
As did our teachers. We were
learn. For example: when the
continuously put in situations
nagual Julian wanted to take
where we would have to get
don Juan to “meet the Spirit,”
past our idea of ourselves, and
he announced a party. He invitplay another part, in order to
ed all of his apprentices and the succeed.
people of the town to the high
bank of a river, and they had a
In my case, I had to overcome
full fiesta, with a banquet, and
always attempting to play the
skits, dancing, the works. And
part of “genius.” Carlos Casat a given moment the nagual
taneda was relentless in calling
Julian announced it was time
this out. “Hello Nyei!” He would
for don Juan to “meet the Spirsay in front of everyone. “How’s
it,” and without warning don
the genius today?” It took me
Juan, the nagual Julian picked
a while to laugh, and begin to
don Juan up and threw him into understand, to recognize what I
the river, which was so high at
was doing and stop acting as if I
the time it was nearly floodwas the smartest person in the
ing its banks. “Don’t get mad
room. To be effective in my task
at the river,” the nagual Julian
of helping to lead workshops,
exclaimed to him. And this beI had to rein it in and learn to
came the way that don Juan be- listen. To play other parts.
came aware of his energy body
- his twin body, made out of
Reni: In my case, I had to
energy, his connection to infiniovercome the tendency to play
ty. He couldn’t fight the river, as the role of victimized heroine.
he had tried to fight every other And it was suggested to me not
event or obstacle in his life - so
only to practice a lot of magihe acquiesced and found himself cal passes to effect change but
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appreciate the way my sister/
brother/co-worker/boss does
work that I can’t do.” Etc. etc.

The day after the workshop, there is an excursion
to Stonehenge. How is the
workshop and the theme
Theater of Infinity connected
with this ancient monument?
Nyei: For us it’s a living reminder of where we come from
- built by a culture whose internal quiet allowed them to experience and live in collaboration
with the forces of nature; one
can feel the tremendous vibratory nature of what has been
set up there - the hum of these
monoliths, bridging earth and
stars, honoring their seasons
and cycles. We ourselves shift
with those cycles, and so do
our roles in life - we move from
child, sibling, parent, wise elder
- and through it all, our awareness grows.

Interview

Regarding Cleargreen,
Tensegrity etc:
How do you see the evolution of Cleargreen and its future? What do you consider
the overarching intent of this
path?
Reni: Our mission at Cleargreen
is to support the development
and evolution of Tensegrity the modern version of what
don Juan taught his students.
Tensegrity is a word that Carlos
Castaneda borrowed from architect R. Buckminster Fuller;
the word is a combination of
tension and integrity, the forces that hold together tensegrity
structures in nature, such as a
tree, or in architecture, such as
a geodesic dome. All the parts
of these structures work and
adapt together, so the structure holds its integrity with any
outside pressure. Communities
work this way as well - there is
an adaptability that allows us to
cooperate with integrity.
So at this point, our emphasis
is on supporting the community
of Tensegrity by supporting the
Tenesgrity Facilitators-in-Training around the world. They are
a key part of creating a global
community of local communities
supporting enhanced awareness, collaborating with the aim
of being more conscious, more
present, more alive in daily interactions. The facilitator trainees are leading local Tensegrity
classes with this purpose.
Nyei: And this is a key element
of the overarching intent of this
path: to be able to live and work
and dream together. This comes
from each of us practicing the
art of living as consciously and
joyously and purposefully as
possible.

Reni: So this is a path to help
anyone following it to return
home to themselves, to return
home to their energetic side and
nature which in our modern,
fast-paced, “wired” culture often
gets overlooked and dismissed.
It is our coming back to this
essence of ourselves that allows
us freedom of perception.
For our energy body becomes
known to us when we are in
states of silence; and from that
state we begin to perceive far
more than just cars, buildings,
and jobs. With our energy body,
we transcend our usual or ordinary perception, defined by our
personal histories.

Currently, are you planning
to write a book of your experiences with Carlos Castaneda? If so, when might it be
published?
Nyei: Yes—In the next year, we
are coming out with a book that
will convey our experiences with
our teachers.

Theatre of Infinity more>

Nyei: We might perceive, quite
possibly, that the tree outside
our window is asking for water,
or sending affection; or that the
boss we labeled tyrant is actually very similar to us. Or that
when we feel the ground with
our feet, we are more present;
that when we breathe in the
sunlight, our mood brightens.
Reni: This is the magic of
Tensegrity - the ability of its
practitioners to use shamanic
principles for the enhancement
of their daily lives. Don Juan
told Carlos Castaneda, “Be of
your time.”
images courtesy of Cleargreen Incorporated

also to attend acting school.
So with nothing but my fabricated self to lose, I did, and
after several years of playing
the roles of victimized heroines - Blanche Dubois from A
Streetcar Named Desire, Joan
from Saint Joan, and Laura from
The Glass Menagerie - roles
with which I identified greatly, I favored a shift of character to those of successful and
triumphant females who were
not carted away to the psyche
ward, burned at the stake, or
left loveless. By playing roles so
close to mine and then stepping
out afterwards to laugh at myself being cast in the same role
again and again by my acting
teachers, my point of perception
loosened in my art as well as in
life: I began hungering for and
adopting new roles.

So freedom is something you
practice here and now, in the
modern world, in your town,
with your family, your job,
whatever your circumstances
are. It’s recognizing that since
you are born from source, or
infinity, you can always connect
with infinity, whether you are
in a prison, or a palace. If you
move informed by that connection, wherever you might be,
you are free. Who could stop
you?
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Creating wellbeing,
one healthy meal at a time
Autumn Seasonal Kitchen
reviewed by Andy West
The heart of my cooking I call ‘dancing with the season’.
It is dancing with what is going on in our everyday lives
which includes the season, the weather, our age, gender,
activities, how we are feeling, and where we live.
It is re-connecting to Nature.
Mutsuko Johnson
The 2012 Autumn Seasonal Intensive cooking programme at Concord Institute was
about Japanese wholefoods cooking with
Mutsuko Johnson. It took place over the
course of a week in mid-September, beginning with a full day on Sunday, ending the
following Saturday, and including all the
week nights except for the half-way point of
Wednesday, which we had off.
Every day we would begin with a few minutes of stretching and breathing exercises,
which I enjoyed and found energising and
relaxing.
There would then be an introductory dialogue with Mutsuko, who would introduce
some new aspects of wholefoods cooking. We would then split into our individual
teams or “families”, and go over the menu
for the session, before getting into the cooking itself.

photographs by Greg Davies

On the first day the introductory dialogue
was longer than on subsequent days. Mutsuko gave us an overview of the course, and
went into various details relating to food and
cooking, and Japanese cooking in particular.
We learnt that Japan, like Britain is an island
nation, and that food from the sea is a very
important part of their diet.
On the second day Mutsuko built on the talk
we had received on the first day. “What is
this?” she asked at one point, holding aloft
a jar of water containing a piece of Kombu
(a sea-vegetable). “Dashi”, I said silently to

Events Reviews

myself, quietly confident that I had correctly remembered the answer from the day
before. “This is the ocean”, continued Mutsuko, surprising me. “The body is over 80%
from the ocean so we cook with food from
the ocean as well as from the land”.
Learning about foods from the ocean was
an ongoing theme. Over the course of the
week we gradually became familiar with
the different types of sea-vegetables (or
seaweeds) and their uses, as well as experimenting with other produce of the sea
such as fish, prawns and mussels. Much of
the cooking, naturally, also included food
from the land, such as vegetables, grains,
pulses, beans and berries. Many of these
foodstuffs I was already familiar with, but
there were a few more exotic ones such as
lotus root and burdock, which were fantastic additions to my culinary dictionary and
“larder”. We learnt a multitude of different
things, beginning with how to cut the vegetables. We learnt that we should mix our
grains according to taste and season. We
learnt that we should use more short-grain
rice in the winter and less in the summer
(because it is more yang than the thinner,
yinner, long grain rice). We learnt many
details of how to cook with all these foods,
and over the course of the week we gradually built up our knowledge of our larder,
and the things that we might want to stock
in it.
Every day was a new adventure in cooking,
with common themes running through the
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(Autumn Seasonal Kitchen review continued)

There was nothing that we did that was
overly complicated, that could not be
picked up easily and simply, and mastered
with just a bit of practice. Just a lot of simple steps, really, to learn and assimilate
into our cooking repertoire. We learned
to rely on our own instincts and intuition
and to taste the food before deciding what
needed adding to each dish. More often
than not a dash of shoyu and mirin comprised a fundamental part of the seasoning,
but we were given free rein to experiment
with whatever was at hand, adding a dash
of lemon juice or zest here, some grated
ginger there, and a “hint” of toasted sesame oil there. And the results were absolutely amazing. Every meal was decidedly
delicious and a delight to all of my savoury
senses.
Every day was the same, with no exception. Every meal seemed to be better than
the last so that I would be convinced it was
possibly the finest meal I had ever eaten,
and yet I realised that there was nothing
that I could not cook on my own given the
right ingredients and cooking utensils.
At the end of the meal Mutsuko would go
round the table and ask each of us in turn
to recall how a certain part of the dish
was prepared, and this helped to fix in our
minds what was required to prepare each
dish.
Mutsuko herself was always in a charming
and happy space, wholehearted and enthusiastic, present and delighted to be there.
She was always available to answer questions and to give out good advice, and to
demonstrate aspects of the cooking. She
reads people very well. She would often
give out words of encouragement. “You
are good cook” she said to me at one point
when I was feeling a little unsure of my
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cooking skills, and this helped me to relax
and trust in my cooking instincts, rather
than worry too much about making the odd
mistake. One of the lessons we learned is
that nothing (in life or cooking) is fixed.
Everything moves. The recipe can be
changed, it is only a rough guide, and no
two people will produce exactly the same
results. “Have you tasted it?” was another
phrase I heard a few times, and although it
is a simple enough phrase it chimed deeply
with me.
One small part of the course that I found
I had a deep resonance with was the state
of mind we should have whilst cutting the
vegetables. The cutting of the vegetables
can be a kind of meditative exercise, with
the knife on the chopping board the point
of focus, and almost sounding out a beat.
When cutting a vegetable we ideally cut
facing the chopping board square on and
cut in a line from our solar plexus (called
the Hara or Dan Tien in yoga and martial arts), so that we add a bit of our own
energy to the cooking process. I enjoyed
this aspect of the cooking immensely, and
found it to be a great way to be in the body
(and not in me-consciousness). I even
considered writing a piece about the experience called “Zen and the art of carrot
cutting”.
My overall experience of the course was
very positive. By spending a relatively large
amount of time being immersed in cooking and helping with the preparation of so
many dishes, by the end of the week I felt
that I had grown in stature as a cook and
had a new found confidence and understanding of whole food cooking.
It was also important that we got all the
recipes and some photos of the meals afterwards, since it is only by practising
cooking the meals at home after the course
has ended that we can really ground it in
the daily routine of our lives, assimilate it
and make it our own. And this can then
become a very important step in the transformation of our lives.

photographs by Greg Davies

week which we gradually built on, and opportunities each day to work on different
areas of the recipes. Mutsuko was always
on hand to keep an eye on things and give
out advice and encouragement.
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On Leadership
reviewed by Nicki Clinch
What is your definition of
Leadership? Being dominant?
Strong? Able to control others?
This was the opening question
presented to us by David Norris as our two and a half day
journey together began. When
I say ‘our’, I mean me and 30
courageous, inspiring and heartfelt participants sitting in the
room with me. All of us together, leaping in to this unknown
journey and inquiry into what
our relationship to and with
Leadership is and how we were
or were not expressing it in our
lives.

What was it then that had continuously gotten in the way of
me translating my visions (I’ve
I must admit, when the queshad more than one in my life)
tion was actually put out there,
into reality? With what and
I realized that I didn’t know the how do I bridge that gap and
answer. I had ideas of Leaderwhat was getting in my way?
ship as being something very
My peers and I had begun our
courageous, where one is willing search in discovering what
to risk so much in order to authese things were. We learnt
thentically express themselves
that every single memory we’d
in the world, I saw it as someever had was stored in our brain
thing frightening and something forming our neuronal circuits
that I was capable of but could
and it didn’t matter whether
never quite reach. Like it was
it was then or now, once trigalways somewhere in my future, gered, those memories would
that one day I will become that
send out energetic vibrations
person that can do that… but
from the brain as if each memyet that day was not today… and ory were re-living again right
that day still had not come.
then in that very moment. Well
this made sense to me. Every
‘Leadership is an invitation
time I had gotten close to havto others to participate in the
ing breakthroughs or was on
translation of a vision into realthe cusp of bringing a vision
ity, and then to be responsible
into reality, something that I
for maintaining it in existence’
couldn’t control would get in the
way and destroy it. We learnt
This being the intention of the
that these neuronal circuits
programme and definition of
can be re-wired through insight
what Leadership truly is.
and once we had insight about
a certain memory that neuron
The reason why I signed up for
could never go back to the way
this programme was I had been it was as we had already seen it
feeling quite strongly for the
from a new perspective.
past year that life was in fact
inviting me to take part in a viOver the next two and a half
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cause now I cannot go back, the
insights have occurred and been
experienced and my perceptions
have changed.

sion. One that several years ago
I would never had dreamed of
and one that didn’t fit with ‘who
I was’ or at least who I thought
I was. I could hear and feel this
invitation but was terrified of
committing to it and even more
terrified of what I would have to
give up to translate it in to reality. So when I saw this intention
on the blackboard I felt both
relieved and comforted, as I
knew, once again, that I was in
the right place at the right time.

days David Norris took us
through the process of literally
re-wiring our neuronal circuits,
encouraging and guiding each
one of us to have the insights
into which of the memories that
we were holding were getting in
the way.
One by one, each of us were
encouraged to express what our
vision was. Some of us knew
already, others’ came to them
fairly quickly and some had no
idea at all.
It was both inspiring and deeply
humbling being witness to each
one of us as we delved into the
caverns of our deepest expressions and our hearts to uncover
what lay buried beneath as well
as seeing what was doing the
burying.
I went through the whole spectrum of emotions and experiences in such a deep and confronting way for such a short
period of ‘time’ from euphoria
to grief, love and humility, being
confronted by insight after in-

sight of not only how my stored
memories were directing the
pathways of my life thus far but
also of how it effects us all as a
human race.
I never realized how much I
needed to hold on to living in
the limits of a ‘box’, a ‘box’ that
was never there but because of
my own story I would go to any
lengths to create one. And I see
that I am not alone with this,
we as a human race build our
entire lives based on imaginary
‘boxes’ so that we feel we can
function and have any sense of
control. But the reality is that
our potential is limitless, and I
use that word not just as a description but that it is literally
‘limitless’. When we can become
aligned energetically with the
vibrations of life because we in
fact are the energetic vibrations
of life then how could there possibly be limits? It’s a big realisation and one that I can only
experience for moments, some
longer than others but, nonetheless, merely moments. But it
seems that that is enough be-

Then I had the question of
whose vision is it really? Is it
really mine? Or am I just a vessel to be used to translate it? If
I have really been invited by life
to translate my vision into reality then isn’t it life’s vision? Or
the universe’s, God’s or whatever you want to call it? Regardless of the answer, once invited
and as it connects deeply with
my heart then it becomes my
responsibility to maintain it into
existence, doesn’t it? That by
working in union with life the
vision becomes a reality and it
is something much bigger than
me. And also I am never alone
in my work; I am working in union, not solitude. I find a comfort in this realisation as well as
a deeply fulfilling sense of purpose.
David encouraged us to speak
our vision out loud to as many
people who would listen, that
by speaking it out loud we are
already bringing it in to reality.
But this would mean I would
have to come out of hiding, that
I would be committing to something regardless of what others
thought. And here lay the risk
and the leap for me!
And the beauty is I’ve discovered that there are others following and embarking on a similar vision, that I am and do not
need to be in this alone, we can
be vessels together in support
and community. How magical!
We completed the programme
of On Leadership at 11:40pm

on Sunday night and by Monday
morning I walked in to my ‘pay
the bills’ high pressured advertising job, which was the perfect
alibi for keeping me in hiding
and I knew that I was going to
resign that week. That I could
no longer lie to myself anymore, it was time for me to leap
wholeheartedly out of the box
and surrender to working in union with life’s invitation for me.
‘It feels like you’re just about
to step off a 10,000 metre high
cliff and you don’t know whether
you’re going to die or not once
you step off. But then when you
finally take the step you realise it’s only one step down and
always was’ (David Norris).
I resigned on the Thursday
that week, I told all three of
my bosses what my vision was
and it felt amazing and a relief.
Since then I have told many
people and I am very much on
the path of translation. I do not
know what the outcome will
look like but I know I am on
the right path. I know that I am
not alone and more importantly I know that I am being true
to myself and my heart. I have
moments of terror when I feel
like I am falling into an abyss of
nothingness, but so far I have
not died or been destroyed.
And then there’s the blissful excitement that occurs about the
direction my life is taking, that
anything is possible and without
limits; anything could happen.
Thank you to David Norris, to
the magical and courageous
participants who came the
whole way with me, and to life
for inviting me on this path.
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The Fundraising Project
by Deborah Murphy

So the chairs, the stage and
the blackboard have been well
and truly used up, facilitating
the last 18 years of transformation for hundreds of community
members whose energy bodies have awoken and travelled
through Concord Institute.
It was at the March 2012
iEvolve programme when the
unreasonable request was made
to source new Course Room
equipment and create a project
that would generate the fundraising for the monies to buy
these physical items. The thinking was that the Community
could literally become part of
the physical space of the organization by contributing to the
whole.
Assistants moving the energy
through iEvolve were set the
task to look for and dream up
the chairs, stage and blackboard. This was easier said than
done.
Eventually, we saw that the
space of the project required a
Events Reviews

particular energy and the Trustees were assigned to hold it
and oversee it into existence,
with the ever present intention
of Greg and Sheila being the
backbone of the project.

some cases, and very quickly
the momentum was building up.
The Concord Community were
fantastically generous and each
day the total was reviewed and
grew…. and grew.

As always, this work and anything that is this work requires
Team. A brilliant and committed
team of community members
were enrolled with ease, and
meetings held to create a structure of fulfilment. It is saying
what you will make happen by
when, and coming from that
place with all your actions that
literally creates from nothing,
something…

It was lovely to speak to people from early days… on whose
shoulders the Concord community stands, the co-founder
of this Newsletter being one of
them… the net stretched far and
wide and it was an opportunity
to connect with the community, elders and young graduates
and experience the place this
work is held for people, which
appeared to be in their hearts,
their bodies.

A rota of follow up callers to
the, as always, brilliantly created email by Tim Crowther, daily intentions for monies to be
donated and a straightforward
breakdown of the cost of the
equipment sourced into equal
shares of 33 pounds enabled the
community to really get behind
the project. People were able to
contribute a piece of the stage/
blackboard or a chair or 6, in

The aim was to reach the intended sum required, £5,700
pounds by the end of June
2012. Alongside the ‘regular’
donation route, an Arts and
Dinner Evening was created and
this fabulous dinner and Auction of Promises raised a further £1932.58 from community
members bidding for ‘promises’
of exciting, nourishing and real-

ly just special gifts and services
that other Concord folk were
able to offer…
As the momentum slowed, so
the team had to maintain their
commitment and intention
and be the stand for the daily
agreed donations required to
reach our target. We agreed we
had to end the project to raise
the money as we had started
and be our word to raise the
whole amount through the generosity of the community. The
monies raised by the Dinner
and Auction was kept aside to
be a separate additional fund
to support further projects that
Concord would be working on.
This was originally intended to
be some kitchen refurbishment
works, however there was a
more urgent need for technical
equipment for the programmes
that require a video camera and
playback.
It was a fantastic moment when
a late night call with a Concord
community member in America,
who casually said, ‘yes, I would

love to buy 3 shares’, meant we
had reached our target. This
was a lovely quiet moment, lit
by the lamp of my desk, me sitting in the dark, and feeling, so
satisfied and moved that we had
made it!
We ordered the chairs and then
set about sourcing the purpose-made stage, which was
researched and discussed and
specified until we were clear we
had ‘The One’, wonderfully and
committedly brought into existence by Steve Hopper, who
I want to acknowledge for his
patience and commitment to
the bigger picture. The chairs
and stage are now at the Centre
and being used for our current
events. Oh, how brilliant not to
see the dreaded gaffer tape any
more!
Sourcing a simple blackboard
in these high technology times
remains a little bit of an enigma, however, and we are currently dreaming up this item
which we require for writing up
our Intentions, Distinctions and

9 Dots! I cannot wait for the
moment when that final part of
the project is in place and you
and future participants, facilitators and assistants can benefit
from equipment that is congruent with the extraordinary and
deeply powerful work of Concord Institute.
A straight forward fund raising
project was brilliantly designed
and implemented by a Team,
and the generous giving of the
community was exciting and
heart warming. Although each
time is like the first, I saw again
the power of one’s word and
how we can together create
what we say we will.
Heartfelt thanks to all who participated and all who contributed.
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“I had been planning to write and play a piece of music for the newsletter for the
past few issues, but never seemed to have the time. The idea for a collaborative piece came up in conversation with editor Blandine Bardeau, something that
would be created in a way that mirrors the invitation of Concord programmes to
transform beyond me-consciousness, to play a part with others in creating something that is bigger than oneself, that is passed on like a torch, an infinite game
in which the outcome cannot be known, and the playing of which is more important than reaching a pre-imagined outcome. We held a Skype call with the collaborators to agree ground rules and logistics and to come up with a theme for the
piece: Autumn.
People’s busy calendars fortuitously led to me starting the project when I had
some free time, but I procrastinated till I had just one day left, and my recording
equipment was not even set up! Once I got the instruments and tools working
and got myself out of the way, a chord sequence emerged very quickly through
improvising and experimentation, and likewise the melody line. And did the other people take on the project and carry it on as I wanted it to develop? Of course
not! The directions it has taken were not foreseeable and it has developed a life
of its own.”
Tim Crowther – electric guitar

“It was interesting to be only the second person to participate in the creation of
the piece as there was so much space to fill. The biggest decision was whether
to try and create a landscape to guide other creators or just contribute a small
amount and hope that others would fill out the track. I decided to take the initiative and write a significant part of the piece which I thoroughly enjoyed and was
sad I had to leave it where I did. I’m really interested to see how the piece turns
out and how the contributions of the others come together.”
Simon Ashdown – strings, pianos, drums, sampled sounds

“Vulnerable, bare, insecure, supported, creative, in tune with what’s inside,
scared, part of something bigger, proud.
One of the reasons I decided to use the word ‘respire’ (breathe) in the piece is
because I felt I needed to remind myself to breathe. Sometimes it’s the most
basic and natural things that remind you of the beauty inside and all around, very
much like a tree in autumn with those striking red leaves that leaves you in awe
of how breathtaking nature and life can be.”
Ayelet Lerner – voice

“I have to say that to start with I didn’t find this an easy project, reminding me of
all my past tussles with originating music... frustration, doubts and a lack of fluidity. In the end, though, it was a great experience, sensing something emerging
out of us individually and into the collective space we created.”
Steve Hopper – acoustic guitar, electric bass
“I ignored the invitation to take part in this music at first. I was very busy with
work and I just watched the conversation that developed between the others,
from a distance. I jumped in right at the last minute.
Then a couple of days later there was a stunning sunset – a sky that just looked
like it was going somewhere, and I managed to catch it with my camera.
But what to contribute to the music? I wandered in and out of it as the piece
developed, doubting what I could do, but one thing that kept coming back to me
was some sort of quasi brass band – like soldiers coming home.
Portia Castor once said that Autumn is a time when we naturally remember the
dead, and I think this is true. They are toward the end of the piece – quotes from
some of the dead people I know, like a dozen radio stations playing in the distance. I once lived in a 12th Century farmhouse and I would awaken in the early hours hearing barely audible voices, kind of like this. Simon had added some
summer sounds at the beginning of the piece, and I just wanted to walk away
into winter at the end.”
Mike Tatt – trombone, voice, sound effects
“I found contributing to the Autumn music project both magical and a source of
learning. Being able to do something which I do for my job, but in the context of
the Concord community, was really interesting in that it really shone a light on
who I was being in the creative process and brought into focus what I was bringing. One of the things that I saw was that I had all these grand ideas about what
I could contribute, and about really wanting to impress with my contribution,
but at the end of the day, I ended up contributing what I could, doing the best
I could, given the time frame and the parameters of the project. So, in the end
I saw that in music and art, as well as elsewhere in life, we are what we do and
what we manifest, and not necessarily what what we imagine ourselves to be or
to produce - so best to just ‘do the do’ rather than ‘talk the talk’.
On a different note, I really enjoyed mixing the project, and bringing it all together, but one of the biggest highlights of the project for me was working with Mike
to help him record his contribution, and in particular his leather hand bag filled
with custard powder to create the sound of walking in the snow!”

photograph by Mike Tatt

Chris Bangs – cello, mixing

Music Collaboration
Click on this image to hear the piece: Autumn
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Art Collaboration
We thought we could take the idea we had of a music collaboration into the realm
of visual arts. Some phonecalls later, we got together on a Skype call. We decided to work with the sentence “The unnameable yet deeply felt”, keeping in mind
the idea of a flow. Respect and letting go were also key words. Let the work take
you somewhere unknown… Each person would choose who to send it to next. The
internet offers a great way to be able to participate in something like this from
London, Switzerland or Glasgow!
It has been quite an experience, and we’ve decided to publish every stage of it,
alongside everyone’s feelings towards the project.
Thank you everyone!
“I have many mixed feelings about this art
collaboration. I can see that for me this was a
good lesson in letting go and watching the process evolve”
Carly Ashdown
“I approached this as an art experiment within the context of transformation. By the end,
the aesthetic of the piece was secondary to
the process of relinquishing control, and merging with the tapestry of the whole. Liking it or
not liking it became even more subjective and
irrelevant as it progressed. It was a good exercise in detachment.”
Claire T
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“I found the Concord Art collaboration project
by turns inspiring, intriguing, and insightful.
My idealistic notions of the act of creation divorced from ego or personality were seriously
questioned. My own artistic and visual prejudice came to light, through my instant judgment after every stage of the process whether
the contribution had added to or detracted
from the ‘quality’ of the overall piece. In the
end, this was not so important as the lessons
learnt through exploring the ‘art’ of artistic
collaboration.”
Kevin Helas
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“I had received the piece from Kevin who had received it from Claire who had
received it from Carly. My first thought was… I really like it now! What can I add
that would benefit it?
In the midst of chaos there is always another way to think of things…. So while
in the midst of a houseful of nearly teenage kids and too many ideas I just sat
down… breathed and thought what do I want and what brings comfort right
now… and the answer was colour.
The colours I chose are based around primaries. Blue is almost always my first
choice as it calms and heals. The blue followed the subtle suggestion of the curve
that was already there, and I went with the urgings of the energy that was there
to uncover another universe, sliding through into another dimension… and telling
little story about the connection to the earth as well.
The most fascinating exciting and also comforting part of the process was that
some of the ideas jostling around in my mind before I settled on my approach
seemed picked up by the next person. With no verbal communication in evidence. Appearing to me as a connection between us of the Deeply Felt and Unnameable intent in evidence; I felt supported, and happy in my supporting role.”
Grace Engel

“Although I had four days to finish my part,
I couldn’t stop the stream of ideas that was
flooding me as soon as the artwork reached
my inbox and I decided to push all other work
aside and focus solely on this project the same
day. What came out of me was an image of a
distant universe in the shape of a sphere, two
separate sides perfectly complementing each
other. I was so proud of my creation. When
it got later displaced and scattered around
the canvas the sense of team transformation
dawned on me. The individual pieces are still
there but serving something bigger, self-less.
And I can see the touches of the other contributors better as I am not distracted by just staring at my part of the collaboration and judging
how great it is or what could be improved.”
Ales Marek
The Arts Pages
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“When we started the project there was a mention of “flow”, from that moment i knew that whatever
I was going to do with it was going to be with water, when I got the painting I didn’t know what to
do with it so I took it to ma daily swim, after letting it soak in the lake for a while it started changing
and this is the result... when finished came the stance ‘where was I?’.”
Daniel Eisenhut

“I have loved watching the image transform each time; it was like opening-up a present. When it
came to my turn after Daniel, I felt lost because he had torn apart all of the pillars of the image I
had in my head as reference points. I felt a bit annoyed because that’s not what I would have done…
I felt it got ruined. Oh dear. So I worked on it, with the brokenness of it being out of my control, and
I enjoyed it very much. I just sat, took my pen and worked. A very invigorating project, in fact.”
Blandine Bardeau
The Arts Pages
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photograph: Tapestry by Karan Walsh
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On Relationships
by Ales Marek

Three dragons in the sky soaring
The moon witness to the futility of daily grind
Beauty in vast dynamics of appearance
And the spirit cries

You change the colour and I change the tone
Who lasts the longer in this mad tug-of-war
The rope being nothing but a silly toy
Thrown into our lives
By the creator of distraction

Weightless I am yet so deeply rooted
Sea of emotion grabs my feet
With every step towards the shore
I either sink further or rise higher

How far to go

photograph by Claire T

The straightforward beauty of flesh denied

See the inner lights
Tremble with joy my little shiny star
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The day The Story returned
by Pooja Vir

And here you are again.

I worked so hard at forgetting you
Harder still at making you go away.

I stamped my feet, and closed my eyes. Other days,
I made excuses for you and let you stay.

I made you right at the cost of me
I became you, instead of just letting you be
I gave in to your every fantasy.

Now I’ve breathed some life into me.
So let me try something different this time.

This time I’ll take you out to dinner, but I won’t let you eat me.
I won’t reject you because you too are a part of me.
I don’t hate you - I can’t have me hating me!

photograph by Claire T

Look - we’re out to dinner. Have your fill and be on your way.
Here you are again my story, but this time you can’t stay.
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